From the meeting April 10, 2019. You can find the presentation video at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yhr8pPaWnjA

Please note if you are going to switch your Windows 10 computer account from an Administrative account to a User account, in order to make all your current files etc. available after the change:

1. Create a new Administrator Account.
2. Demote your current account to a User Account using the newly created Administrative Account.
3. Give the new Administrative Account a memorable (short) password as you may be asked for it to complete tasks after the change.

The hardest part is creating an account without giving Microsoft detailed information about the new account. Each version of Windows 10 has a little different wording to accomplish this. There is help on the Internet. I made a video – it is a little dated but it might help, it is 15 minutes long. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H0H7Fo_w0vM

Bruce
PS If you want to know (and you should) about Bitcoins, cryptocurrency and blockchains – see you at the May meeting.